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The 2015 AGM will be held at Minstead on Saturday, 18 April.
Further event dates will be published on the website as soon as
known. Please consult www.newforestassociation.org.uk
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THE EDITOR’S PAGE
The second in Graham Baker’s series on the Lost Country Houses of the
New Forest, and also the report on the walk to the Frohawk Ride, offer
a hint that what we delight in today is but a pale shadow of the New
Forest as once it was. In a host of different ways it has been eaten away
over the centuries, so that today we are concerned with a remnant forest.
This raises the interesting question: what is the irreducible minimum
before it actually bears so little resemblance to its origins that we really
should not call it New Forest at all?
This issue presents some of the collective experience and knowledge
that the Council brings together as the Association seeks to safeguard
what remains of that larger forest of former times. We are grateful to
John Fawcett for another article on our local deer (with four more to
come). Neil Sanderson adds further depth in the series about why the
New Forest is so very important ecologically, this time covering the
topic of lichens with the winter season being a very good time in which
to get out to see them. Keith Howe recalls his childhood in the Forest
and the way it shaped his working life and has drawn him back again.
I’m grateful to them for making these contributions because too many
people look upon the Association as a group of NIMBY’s, motivated by
a killjoy spirit. The Forest is subject to enormous pressures and it’s
easy to see why. But, as with all the technical stuff behind the scenes in
any top venue, the show only excels when it’s all in excellent working
order. That’s why the ecology of the Forest is so important. To many
people, it’s just a space to be enjoyed in whatever way takes their fancy.
But it will only exist as a space that is attractive to enter if all the ‘stuff’
that few ever see is in excellent working order. If we do not fight to
preserve the ecology, not only will the New Forest cease to exist in any
meaningful terms, but we will be seriously diminished too. I don’t
think that to stress this, and to say it again and again,
indeed to fight for it, is in anyway being a NIMBY. I
think that it’s just plain common sense — having a
care for our environment and for all with whom we
share it now, and those in the future to whom we
leave it.
Graham Long
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A BIRTHDAY WALK IN JULY
The weather came good on the great man’s birthday and allowed 14
members and friends to set out from Standing Hat on the winding route
to the Frohawk Ride. As our published walk leader Dr June Chatfield
was unable to be present, it was my pleasure to act in her place. We
began with a short introduction to Frohawk’s importance as an
entomologist and as a natural
history illustrator. This was
shown by the contrast between
the
black
and
white
illustrations
in
Edward
Newman’s Illustrated Natural
History of British Butterflies
and Moths on which Frohawk
would have grown up, and the
exquisite coloured illustrations
of insects and birds’ eggs that
Frohawk published later on.
Silver-washed fritillaries swept
past us as we walked, seeking
nectar and a sunspot. Though
fewer than on the previous
day’s recce, there were plenty
to delight those meeting this
lovely butterfly for the first
time, but the real prize was
elusive. It’s the wings that
make all the difference. The
Silver-washed friltillery
cry went up, ‘There’s a dark
(above — normal form,
one here.’
A closer look
below — var. valezina)
Photos: Paul Brock
showed that it was the wrong
sort of sombre hue, the kind
that develops with age as the scales lose their sheen amid the daily
scuffing of bramble and thistle. Another lacked sufficient colour along
its body. At last, in the Ride itself, we shared one of those moments
that persuaded the great naturalist to name his daughter after a butterfly.
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Drinking deeply on a thistle was a newly emerged female of the variety
valezina, with dusky wings and lustrous green body. A splendid sight
with which to celebrate Frohawk’s birthday.
Along the way, we paused to look for dragonflies but where there had
been many the previous day, we noted water plantain (Alisma plantagoaquatica). However, we were
fortunate to have Paul Brock
with us, Associate Entomologist
of the Natural History Museum
and a member of the New Forest
Study Group, and author of the
acclaimed Photographic Guide
to the Insects of the New Forest.
The tally of butterflies was
encouraging. We saw meadow
brown, gatekeeper, brimstone,
Goldern-haired Longhorn Beetle
(Lepture aurulenta)
ringlet, speckled wood, marbled
Photo: Paul Brock
white, green-veined white, large
skipper, small skipper, peacock, and silver-washed fritillary, and a sixspot burnet moth. Dragonflies named were golden-ringed, keeled
skimmer, southern hawker, common darter and beautiful demoiselle.
If most were focused on getting
to the Ride, Paul made sure that
we didn’t miss the small things
on the way, such as two
nationally scarce insects: a
golden-haired longhorn beetle
and an unusual colour form of
the woodland grasshopper.
In Frohawk’s time, the silverwashed fritillary was so
Woodland Grasshopper
common that it dropped from the
(Omocestus rufipes)
trees in the morning like
Photo: Paul Brock
autumn’s falling leaves. I can’t
help feeling that he would be sad at its paucity today.
Graham Long
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SUMMER SHOWS ROUND-UP
The NFA exhibition and information stand has been on the road again. You
may have seen us at The New Forest and Hampshire County Show, Frogham
Fayre, or the Romsey Agricultural and Horse Show.
The long hot summer was great for us. We had lots of interest from a happy
ice-cream-eating public in a generally good mood, and much chat. A lot of
membership forms were taken, and some even returned with cheques or DD
instructions.
Kicking off with the New Forest Show near Brockenhurst, we were looking
forward to seeing how the new layout would work. The NFA stand had stood
for many years in what was known as New Forest Corner, along with stands
for the Commoners’ Defence Association, the New Forest NPA, various
wildlife conservation organisations, the Verderers, and the Forestry
Commission. Renamed ‘Heart of the Forest’, the new layout of ‘boxes’ of
three or four stands per group, meant Forest organisations could look each
other in the eye. Stand volunteers got to see at least some of the pony classes
in the neighbouring rings too. We were joined for the
first time by our NFA ‘Scarecrow’, made by Council
member Graham Baker, and based on “Brusher”
Mills the famous Brockenhurst snake catcher, but
looking suspiciously like a certain member of the
NFA Council.
Council Member David Humbert looked after us
beautifully, and again delighted all in his wonderful
Steward’s suit and bowler. Temperatures soared for
all three days; so it can’t have been too comfortable!
Unlike previous years, there was not so much as a
spec of rain either during the show or during the runup to it, and the misery of having to be hauled out of
a mudbath by tractor was but a distant nightmare.
Next, we were off to Frogham Fayre at Hyde, near
Fordingbridge. This traditional country show retains
its character of a large village fête. The terrier races
are possibly the biggest attraction, with Jack Russells
usually leading the field. One enthusiastic winner
canoned into the straw bales at the finish line so that
just back end, tail and legs remained sticking out. Infuriatingly, this was yet
another time I had left my camera at home...
Photo: Graham Long
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We seemed to be constantly busy with visitors to the stand. Some were
already members who wanted to catch up on the NFA position on current
issues. Some were not, but had clearly heard we were a bunch of bicyclehating NIMBYs who needed sorting out. Council members quickly rose to the
occasion, agreeing that the Forest should be accessible to all, but citing the
cancelled pony drift of 2013 as reason
enough to call for controls on numbers.
Opposing arguments included claims that
cycling caused ‘no disruption at all’ to
any other visitors who happened to
choose a ‘Sportive’ weekend to venture
to the Forest for a day out. Families –
and locals – potentially caught up in a
‘Wiggle’ should simply ‘choose another
day’ to visit. The case for the Forest as
Velodrome remains on shaky ground, but
hearts and minds were, if not won,
hopefully made to rethink.
Interest at Frogham Fayre

The final show of the season, Romsey
Agricultural and Horse Show at Broadlands, was themed to commemorate
WW1 this year. Many members of the public as well as show staff had made
the effort to dress the part, and ‘Suffragettes’ mingled with soldiery among
period vehicles and authentic looking set-dressing, such as a First Aid Nursing
Yeomanry wagon, and horse-drawn gun carriages.
As in other years, we shared our tent with a couple of sheep and goats in pens,
advertising their quality woollens for winter, who kept us entertained by
yelling at us fairly constantly to let us know they were bored, wanted to go
home, and there were far too many people.
We talked to literally hundreds of visitors, dishing out membership forms, and
selling lots of bags and greetings cards. All too soon it was over, and we were
piling into the usual good-natured packing-up punch-up about what went into
which box to store for another year.
Thanks to Michael Chilcott for organising the season and liaising with show
organisers, along with stalwart helpers and volunteers William Ziegler, Val
Thorpe, Keith Howe, Eve Gillmon, Maureen Bromley-Smith, Alan
Goodfellow, Brian Tarnoff, Gale Gould, Bernie Austin, Geoff Barnes, Nicola
and Tony, Mark Abbott, Graham Long, Graham Baker, and of course,
‘Artistic Director’ - and Ringmaster - Roly Errington.

Emma Blake
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ROE DEER: A New Forest Exception
By John K Fawcett
Scientists shouldn’t have favourites, but the roe deer ticks so many
boxes. It is not only attractive in appearance and behaviour, but has
characteristics distinguishing it from other deer. It is easy to study
individuals, sometimes for years, because it is not a herd species but
lives alone or in what are described as family parties – though
inaccurately, as we shall see in an article to follow this one.

Roe Doe in winter coat

Roe Doe in summer coat

About the size of a goat, almost uniformly reddish in summer like an
Irish setter but greyer in winter, it is often chosen for its charm to
illustrate publications on wildlife and the countryside. Particularly
where new housing supplants pasture, it sometimes offers the privilege
of observing fauna behaviour – for entertainment or learning –
alongside the static cultivars in our gardens. Anyone can grow roses
(though paradoxically they’re disease prone where air is cleaner) but
only a fortunate few may appreciate such wildlife at home. Excluding
deer is almost as impracticable as excluding trespassing cats; so it’s
sensible to relax and enjoy.
Roe are credited with unique features. ‘Solitary’? We’ll describe
exceptions but you won’t find herds of roe here. ‘Static’? Except when
they oscillate between locations or go on trips, behaviours first defined
in the New Forest. ‘Unusual reproduction’? Yes, with fascinating
consequences following.
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Roe demonstrate embryonic diapause, more prosaically simplified to
‘delayed implantation’ of the embryo in the wall of the uterus,
necessary for its development. About 100 mammal species (under 2%)
delay, but roe are unique among even-toed ungulates (deer, cattle,
sheep, goats etc). Matings occur usually from 20 July until soon after
10 August whereas other deer rut in October; but implantation awaits
the turn of the year. So kid
births centre on the last half
of May (although skewed
differently from other deer,
with births more often
earlier than later).
Elsewhere roe populations
can increase rapidly because
most does have twin births;
but here singletons are the
Doe with kid aged two months
norm (as for other deer) and
mortality is high. The explanation was in the first of these articles. The
New Forest is not fertile – partly why originally appropriated for
hunting – and our roe have to compete for limited forage with far more
numerous bigger herbivores.
Population Equilibrium
Censuses before 1970 were unreliable but roe are believed to have
numbered about 600. Then structural changes in the Forest led to
impoverishment of the habitat: for example, preferred bramble was so
reduced in twenty years that it comprised only 4% instead of 25% of
roe diet. So numbers fell naturally to stabilise around 300 in the 1970s
and 1980s while scarcely any were shot.
Incoming Forestry Commission managers drastically changed this:
from 1991 to 1997 over 300 does were shot in addition to usual
mortality. You might expect – as some did then – that destroying all
those reproductive females (twice those present initially) would at least
halve the population. Instead, it merely fell briefly to 265 and restored
to average around 300 again despite intensive shooting continuing. So
roe numbers stabilised around 300 irrespective of whether shooting was
9

negligible or sufficient to
have
exterminated
a
closed population. Why
and how did this happen?
In the New Forest,
competition for sparse
forage severely constrains
roe to numbers only the
grossly prejudiced could
claim high for a native
species. During the past
decade, with improved
resources, roe have risen
Buck, Hursthill Inclosure,
above 400. But kid births
17 June 1994
and survival remain far
lower than in southern woodland outside the Forest. It would be
optimistic to foresee restoration of pre-1970 conditions but, if it were
possible, even 600 would be a trivial population relative to fallow deer,
and stock twelve times greater in number and nearly two hundred times
the biomass.
Doe (left),
showing caudal patch
and tush
Buck (right),
showing contrasting
caudal patch

Over forty years ago the perimeter was stock-fenced and road-gridded,
sharply demarcating where ponies and cattle may forage and where they
may not. This added to pre-existing reasons for habitats inside the
Forest being much poorer in resources and therefore supporting roe
density only a tenth of that outside.
For the answer to ‘How were even those numbers maintained?’ despite
excessive slaughter in the 1990s, one need not look far: just across the
10

New Forest’s border. Forestry Commission data demonstrated very
elegantly that every vacuum created by the senseless onslaught of the
1990s was quickly filled by immigration from the rich reservoir outside.
Disadvantages and dangers in provoking such perturbation are another
story, but one twist to it will be disclosed in a future article on muntjac.
But first there is much more to be revealed about roe deer in the next
edition.

NEW FOREST ROE DEER
by John K. Fawcett
The Forestry Commission’s Deer Management Plan for 2014 —
20 states:
The Roe deer has been extensively studied in the New Forest by
John Fawcett, and his books ‘Roe Deer’, commissioned by the
Mammal Society and the British Deer Society and ‘New Forest
Roe Deer’ published in 2003 by the People’s Trust for
Endangered Species, and subsequently updated, set out his
research and findings at that time. These finding form the basis
for proposed management and show there is no case for a
numerical cull of Roe in the New Forest, as may be appropriate
for other species here and for Roe elsewhere. Numbers are not
reduced (except for the obvious ephemeral effect) but instead
Roe and possible Muntjac are drawn in from surrounding areas.
Copies of John’s study of New Forest Roe Deer (64pp) are
available at events where there is an NFA stand, now at £2.50
fully benefiting the New Forest Association. Alternatively,
cheques for £4.00 to cover postage and packing, payable to the
NFA, may be sent to New Forest Roe Deer, 14 Forest Glade
Close, Brockenhurst, Hants SO42 7QY.
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WHAT MAKES THE NEW FOREST
IMPORTANT FOR LICHENS?
by Neil Sanderson
Lichens are strange composite organisms consisting of a mutual
relationship between a fungus and an alga. The results are fungi that
behave like plants, making their own food from sunlight. These hence
have perennial thalli and fruiting bodies, very unlike the ephemeral
Goldeneyes
(Teloschistes chrysophthalmus)
on blackthorn at Keyhaven. This
striking sub-tropical lichen was
recorded on the Isle of Wight in
the 19th century but appeared lost
in the 20th, probably due to
acidifying pollution. With the
recent warmer climate it has
crossed the Channel and
established this large colony.

fruiting bodies of normal fungi. They come in a huge variety of shapes
and colours, with the forms including large leafy and shrubby structures
as well as smaller crust-forming lichens. The latter are thin, but can
cover large areas of suitable habitats. Many are small and require skill
and microscopes to confirm their identities, but the larger lichens can
just be appreciated for their form and often outlandish beauty.
They are tough but fussy organisms, growing very slowly in habitats
that are too extreme for plants to thrive in. Lichens have been exposed
to the vacuum of space on satellites and then returned to earth alive.
Others can colonise trampled pavements. Typical habitats dominated
by lichens are drier areas of bark on trees and on rocks. They also
occur on wood and in long-lasting patches of bare ground. This
toughness comes at a price; most have very tight limits to the habitats in
which they can grow, while the slow growth rate requires a degree of
habitat stability for survival. Some lichens can rapidly colonise over
long distances, the wind carrying their tiny spores. The spectacular
Goldeneyes Teloschistes chrysophthalmus, has recently colonised
bushes on the south coast of the New Forest from France. Many,
12

however, are very slow colonising indeed. At the other extreme is the
small but attractive crust-forming lichen Fancy Writing Enterographa
elaborata. This is a specialist of smooth bark on ancient tree trunks
A complex mosaic of lichens on an
ancient beech in Mark Ash Wood.
This includes the internationally
rare Fancy Writing (Enterographa
elaborata) ‒ the palest thalli with
the long black squiggles. This is a
warm temperate rain forest species
with a relic distribution spanning
Atlantic islands, Mediterranean
gorges and the Black Sea coast.

that is confined to beech in the New Forest. The lichen’s modern
distribution in the Ancient and Ornamental woodlands still reflects the
ancient distribution of beech in the woodlands pre-dating the expansion
of this tree in the last 400 years thoughout the Forest woods. The lichen
has still not managed to follow the beech.
The New Forest is one of the foremost sites for lichen diversity in
western Europe. This reflects the requirement of many lichens for
stability and habitat continuity, which many of the open Forest habitats
provide. The richest lichen habitats are within the Ancient &
Ornamental Woods. The late Dr Francis Rose who pioneered the
exploration of the lichen assemblages of the New Forest from the 1960s
to the 2000s, described the New Forest as having the ‘largest epiphytic
lichen flora known from any comparable area’ in lowland temperate
Europe. Since the 1960s a total of 446 taxa (species and sub-species) of
lichens and related fungi have been recorded from the A & O woods,
about 20% of the number of taxa recorded from Britain and Ireland.
The richest woods have had over 250 taxa recorded, with 270 recorded
from Mark Ash Wood. There are numerous rare and threatened
species, including many species with the bulk of their British
populations in the New Forest woods.
The diversity of lichens within the Forest woods reflects the survival of
large areas of grazed old woodland with an abundance of ancient trees.
Many slow colonising lichens are adapted to live only on ancient trees
13

and are incapable of surviving in intensively managed woodlands. The
intensive management of most woods in Europe for timber or coppice
precluded them. Historically these lichens survived in less intensively
managed grazed woods where a continuity of old trees remained. Such
multi-use common woods were largely lost to enclosure across lowland
Europe, and the survival of about 3,000ha of old grazed woodland in the
New Forest is a vital factor in the current importance of the Forest for
lichens.
Old woodland
The richness is also dependent on the continuing grazing within the old
woods, and the relatively clean air. Without the browsing of the
commoner’s stock and the wild deer, the woods would rapidly become

An ash pollard by the Highland
Water with a healthy colony of
Tree Lungwort Lobaria pulmonaria.
This pollution sensitive species has
suffered from acidifying pollution
in the past and some similar
species have been lost since the
19th century. Improving air
quality should aid the recovery
of such species.

too shaded for rich lichen floras. Many old growth woods that did
survive enclosure elsewhere have suffered as lichen habitats by
becoming too shaded. The revival of holly cutting for winter fodder in
the New Forest is also a positive factor in maintaining light levels.
Clean air is also important, as many lichens are very sensitive to air
pollution, both acidifying pollution from acids of sulphur and nitrogen
and enrichment from nitrogen compounds. The New Forest air is much
cleaner than much of lowland England, but in the latter part of the 20th
century some acidification did occur and a few of the most sensitive
species have been lost. Also some species, which do survive, such as
the big leafy Tree Lungwort Lobaria pulmonaria, are much less
frequent and luxuriant than they were in the 19th century. The Tree
14

Lungwort was frequent enough to be collected for medicinal use in the
New Forest in the 19th century. Acidifying pollution has much declined
in the last few decades and a recovery of some sensitive species has
been observed. The size and extent of the New Forest, and the small
area of adjacent intensive farming, also means that the open Forest
habitats are largely protected from the enrichment by nitrogen
deposition that has been a major recent problem across lowland
England.
Heathlands
The heathlands are also of European significance. The less productive
parts of the heaths can locally be rich in a bewildering variety of
Reindeer Moss and Pixy Cup Cladonia species, of which 50 taxa have
been recorded. Lichen-rich heath develops from an interaction of
natural soil fertility, grazing pressure and fire history. Low fertility
excludes dense grass cover, allowing bare humus to be available to be
colonised by lichens, while grazing helps maintain open canopies in the
heather, allowing well lit open patches to survive. The relationship with
Heathtooth
(Pycnothelia papillaria)
in open short heath
at White Moor, Lyndhurst.
A fire and disturbance dependent
lichen that is rapidly declining
in lowland heath across lowland
Europe outside of the New
Forest where it is still frequent.

fire is complex; some Cladonia species such as the Reindeer Moss
Cladonia arbuscula are sensitive to burning and are mainly found in
short grazed heaths, which have not burned in living memory. Many
others, such as the very odd looking Heathtooth Pycnothelia papillaria,
are actually fire dependent, requiring cool controlled fire to produce a
hard humus surface cleared of moss and loose debris. For all lichens,
however, hot summer fires are damaging. Areas that were bared totally
by WW2 disturbance, or the sides of old hollow tracks, are also
15

important. The lichen richness of the New Forest heaths is dependent
on a continuity of disturbance provided by grazing and controlled
burning. In addition, it benefits from episodes of erosion that is then
colonised naturally. Recent surveys are indicating that the New Forest
heaths are now strikingly lichen rich when compared to other surviving
lowland heaths. Declines in grazing pressure, lack of controlled fire,
the impact of hot wild fire and nitrogen enrichment have combined to
impoverish heaths outside of the New Forest.
The European importance of the New Forest woods and heaths is one
that has grown as other areas became impoverished. The continuity of
features such as ancient trees, and even the continuity of disturbance
patterns on the heaths, has conserved rich assemblages of lichens,
which have been lost from most other areas of lowland Europe.

WHAT TO GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS?
That’s a question that seems to get more and more difficult to
answer every year. So why not choose a gift that can suit all
tastes? Make someone a gift of NFA membership. Christmas
is a good time to set up your children or grandchildren as
supporters of the New Forest, and a good time too to change
the annual bottle of wine given to friends for an NFA
membership to encourage them to join with you in protecting
the New Forest. We need to build up the NFA’s membership
but can only do it through our contact points, and that means
through you.
Full details are in the panel on the back page, and a
membership application form is included with this Newsletter.
Don’t just bin it! Use it to strengthen us as we seek to
safeguard the future of the Forest.
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SHAPED BY A FOREST UPBRINGING
by Keith Howe
The impact of a journey across the New Forest early one December day
eight years ago was profound. It was my first return after some twenty
years. I left Exeter in time to catch the mid-morning ferry from
Lymington to the Isle of Wight where a close friend was to celebrate his
60th birthday, and drove through Burley. My paternal grandparents lie
at rest in the churchyard there. Grandmother Caroline was a
Broomfield, born at Holmsley Station, I’m told, where her father was
station master. Caroline’s husband, Lewis Howe, was the son of a
journeyman carpenter who married the village schoolmistress at
Crawley, outside Winchester. Following in his father’s footsteps, Lewis
set up in business in Christchurch, where my father was born.
Skirting Sway, a glimpse of Peterson’s Tower brought to mind still
sharper recollections. In 1878 a daughter, Florence, was born in Sway
to Samuel and Ellen Gates. Recorded in the 1881 census as a general
labourer, Sam is probably the Gates employed by Peterson mentioned in
Jude James’ leaflet.1 Florence was
nineteen when she married James, son
of Simeon Holes and Ellen Croucher
from Boldre, who was a cowman at
Peterson’s Tower. The union produced
six children, two sons and four
daughters, the second youngest of whom
was my mother. James died aged thirtyseven, when mother was five. Florence
remarried and to me was always Granny
Freeman. More children followed, one
of whom influenced my life more than
he ever knew.
Uncle Reg was the kindest person I have
ever known. More than that, he was my
idea of a farmer. Lean, tanned under his
felt hat, his smile matched only by the
whiteness of a shirt that never seemed
17

Reg Freeman 2

to get dirty, I wanted to be like him. Reg lived and worked with his
parents at their Durnstown farm. They kept chickens, sometimes a pig,
and half a dozen assorted cows. I particularly remember a badtempered Shorthorn who had her back legs roped to stop her kicking
while being milked. Guernseys and Ayrshires were better disposed.
But after milking, as I lingered by the porch hoping not to be noticed, I
dreaded the words “Take the cows back to the field, nip”. This required
tactics. Watch the cows amble up the path and out on to the forest, then
run as fast as I could in a wide arc around them to reach the narrow gate
into Hare and Hounds field first. I am not sure what I feared more, their
size or the look of disdain they gave me when I arrived, always late, to
let them through. A cow is a long way up when you are six years old.
Reg died in middle age. The cob cottage with the lean-to shed along the
back wall is long gone. So is the corrugated cowshed and the timber
dairy where Gran made butter, and got shouted at by mother who caught
her giving me gin. Now a modern house occupies the site. But those
early years left their indelible mark. Without question, I became an
agricultural economist as a result. Along with my profession, those
memories shape how I look at the New Forest now. Technology and
agricultural policy ended that kind of farming.
National Park status inflates property prices and is changing the type of
people who inhabit the New Forest, and what they do. As the Forest
increasingly is used as a free resource by a large urban population with
easy access, the National Park Authority and Verderers have the
unenviable task of attempting to reconcile conflicting and sometimes
incompatible interests. The trade-offs between work, recreation, sport,
tranquillity, ecology protection and conservation, and trying to identify
the mix that gives the greatest benefit for all, is what makes the New
Forest important for an economist, too. But even more when you
realise that a deep attachment to people and place determined the course
of your entire life.
1
2

Jude James, All About Sway Tower, St Barbe Museum, New Street, Lymington, 1997
With thanks to Chris Chapman for restoring the original degraded postcard.
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LOST COUNTRY HOUSES
Cuffnells near Lyndhurst
by Graham Baker
Cuffnells was a house on a 160 acre estate near Lyndhurst and is
always associated with Alice in Wonderland, although the link is more
tenuous than the local tourist board sometimes suggests. Lewis Carroll
first met the children of the Liddell family on their move from London
to Oxford when Alice was four. It was at least twenty-four years later,
after her marriage to gentleman cricketer Reginald Hargreaves, that she
moved to Lyndhurst. Alice stayed at Cuffnells to her death in 1934.
Her ashes are in the Hargreaves family vault in St Michael and All
Angels churchyard.
Cuffnells was a copyhold
property of the Crown held
Manor of Lyndhurst. In 1831,
the Crown deemed the Manor
was ‘not important to be kept’
and allowed it to be broken up.
How then was it that Cuffnells
had been treated as though it
was a private estate for the
previous century? The answer may be in the character of its last
copyholder and first freeholder.
In the 17th century it was a medium size farm with 30 acres of land. In
the 18th century when the copyhold was with the Tancred family, it was
improved sometime before 1759. In the 1760s Lancelot (Capability)
Brown was employed to work on the park.
In 1784 the Rt. Hon. George Rose obtained the copyhold. This
gentleman divides opinion; certainly he was competent in the matter of
accounts and trusted by William Pitt and Nelson amongst others. He
held positions associated with keeping hold of the government's purse
strings virtually continuously for 40 years to his death in 1818, and he
assisted Pitt in allocating pensions and referred people for jobs.
According to the 1856 Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen:
19

‘his regular and temperate life was prolonged to a greater extent than might
have been expected from the laborious way in which he had spent it.’

William Cobbett was not alone in not sharing this complimentary view,
and considered Old George Rose's primary occupation in life was lining
his own pockets. It may be that Cobbett developed an obsession
regarding the Old Navy Purser
as he wrote a pamphlet called
A New Year’s Gift to Old
George Rose, kept a running
total of the of the numerous
paid offices Rose held, and
refers to him in Rural Rides as
follows, ‘That impudent fellow,
Old Rose……When men in
power are ignorant to this extent,
who is to expect anything but consequences such as we now behold’ and later
‘This Forest has been crawled upon by favourites, and is now much smaller
than it used to be. A time may, and will, come for inquiring how George Rose,
and others, became owners of some of the very best parts of this once-public
property.’

Rose employed architect John Soane in 1794 to improve the property
and details of his proposals are available at the Soane Museum in
Lincoln's Inn Fields. By 1805 Cuffnells looked as illustrated above and
was fit to receive King, Queen and Prime Minister as guests. The house
benefited from its setting on a small platform with long views to the
south and many mature trees.
Under Rose, the gardens were
further developed and became
much admired.
Cuffnells was acquired in
1856 by the Hargreaves
family whose wealth had been
garnered in Lancashire cotton
mills.
By the time of
Entrance lodge to drive at Cuffnells
Reginald Hargreaves’ tenure
on A35 east of Swan Green
maintaining the property was
becoming increasingly burdensome, more especially for Alice after his
death. Alice was obliged to sell the family silver in the shape of a
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Lewis Carroll Alice manuscript to supplement her income. Her son
occupied Cuffnells after her death and ran it as a hotel before the war.
Requisitioned by the Army during
WW2, after the war the Hargreaves
family sold the estate and its run-down
house to Peter Barker-Mill who owned
neighbouring land. The house had
never recovered from the activities of
its wartime occupants and, failing to
find an alternative use, the new owner
felt obliged to demolish it. The land
was combined with other holdings and
is now used for livestock farming.
Fireplace in The Oak Inn

at Bank
The estate is shown on the Drivers'
map, based on a 1787 survey, in some
detail. A few of the estate buildings survive on the farms, along with
the North Lodge just before the Swan, as one leaves Lyndhurst. So, it
is claimed, does a fireplace that now resides in the nearby public house
at Bank but I require several more visits to The Oak Inn to validate this
assertion.

BOOK REVIEW
On the Banks of Hatchet Pond
by Val Anne Lee & Simon Chadwick
Published by Valsim Books
ISBN 978-0-9572794-0-7 £4.99
This little book, published locally in Dibden Purlieu, is sub-titled ‘A New
Forest Tale’ but is ‘For imaginative children everywhere and for all parents
who enjoy reading aloud’; it is likely to appeal to families with children from
about 4-8 years old.
The simple text by Val Anne Lee flows freely, using rhyme and humour –
‘Yummy-yummy, food for my tummy’ – and is complemented perfectly by
Simon Chadwick’s delightful pond-shaped full-colour illustrations. Although
the language is aimed at early readers, it contains a range of verbs and
adjectives likely to help develop a growing vocabulary: Dizzy has ‘gleaming
wings’, a fish had a ‘hugely gaping mouth and jagged razor teeth’. Similarly,
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the illustrations do more than simply tell the story, giving glimpses of the New
Forest setting with ponies, a fox, birds, including ducks and a heron, and
indigenous plants such as oak trees,
bracken, ferns and water lilies.
Set in the New Forest on the banks of
‘one of the Forest’s most famous ponds’,
the reader is cautioned in the Introduction
not to wander off the normal pathways
without an adult. The cautionary tone of
the book continues in the narrative, as the
two characters, Dizzy the dragonfly and
Podge the frog, face and overcome
dangers together.
Old Podge, the ugly frog, is envious of
young Dizzy’s ability to fly, and makes a
disastrous leap from a tree, leaving him feeling that he is ‘a stupid good-fornothing’. The moral tone of the book is set by Dizzy’s response, praising him
for being brave enough to try, and for his ‘lovely croak’! The text, which
wraps around Simon Chadwick’s illustrations, declares ‘Just be proud of who
you are’. Podge, in return, saves Dizzy from a hungry fish, and the story ends
with the pair living happily, in a ‘cosy, friendly bond’. The moral point of the
tale is re-enforced with the admonition, ‘Remember … everyone has
something to be proud of ….’
This book succeeds on several levels. It is an enchanting read-aloud family
bedtime story, an introduction to the world of the New Forest, perhaps a
souvenir of a holiday there, and a moral tale. It will no doubt be found in
many school libraries, where it is sure to be used to encourage children to
develop sensitivity to other’s feelings, to promote ideas of citizenship, and to
develop individual self-esteem and self-confidence.

Sue Bennett

Photo: Graham Long
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Our Secretary emphasises a point
Photo: Emma Blake

Frohawk Birthday Walkers
at the Ride
Photo: Helen Brock

MEMBERSHIP
Minimum Subscription Rates
Ordinary member—payment by Bankers Order—£15 pa
(Ordinary member—payment by Cheque—£17 pa)
Joint member £25 (£29) Junior member £7.50 (£8.50)
Life member £300
Please consider paying by Bankers Order
and, wherever possible, completing a Gift Aid Declaration

For Bankers Order forms, please contact

Juliet Lynn
NFA Membership and Accounts
14 Shrubbs Avenue, Lymington, SO41 9DJ
To download an application form
please visit www.newforestassociation.org
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